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What is the research?

Global Emerging Payment Means: A Worldwide Review is a report and interactive profile viewer

about the rapid and on-going evolution of consumer payments occurring at a global level. The study

is based on data gathered about 120 of the most significant emerging payment means worldwide,

over a half of which have been launched since the beginning of 2012.

In addition to the provision of global background metrics relevant to the development of emerging

payment means including data about financial inclusion, internet penetration, mobile penetration

and growth in online and mobile payments generally, analyses are included for each of the 120

emerging payment means investigated with respect to their launch history and growth, the account

types and functionalities that they offer and their geographical scope, including a regional analysis

of account types and functionalities.

In particular, the report analyses emerging payments means that incorporate particular account

types and functionalities. Four distinct account types are in scope, namely online accounts, mobile

network accounts, direct carrier billing and linked bank accounts / cards. These are not mutually

exclusive; rather, all emerging payment means included offer at least one type of account but many

provide more than one type. As for the three distinct functionality capabilities, which are also not

mutually exclusive, these are in-store POS capability, contactless capability and P2P capability.
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What is the rationale?

Finaccord has developed this study as a result of the rapid growth that has occurred in both the

number of available emerging payments means and their key business metrics in recent years. As

a result of rising internet and mobile usage around the world, the global volumes of both online and

mobile payments have increased strongly with respective compound annual rates of growth of

15.9% and 61.0% estimated for the period from 2011 to 2015.

Companies such as Alibaba, American Express, MasterCard, PayPal, Rakuten, Visa and Vodafone

have benefited from these trends and there are now numerous other providers of emerging

payment means around the world that are seeking to develop in their wake.

But what are these emerging payment means, who owns them, what do they offer, where do they

operate and how sizeable / fast-growing do they appear to be? Moreover, what are the implications

for organisations such as banks, mobile network operators, retailers and payment-related

technology firms that can partner with such providers or develop their own payment means, and

can insurance or assistance firms hope to distribute their products through this channel?

This report seeks to answer all of these questions by means of comprehensive research covering

120 of the most innovative providers of emerging means worldwide carried out between April and

September 2015.
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Which 120 emerging payment 

means have been researched?
99bill

Airtel Money

Alipay

Amazon Payments

Apple Pay

au Wallet

BBM Money

Bcash 

Beam Wallet

BestPay

BKM Express

Boku

Boloro

Bpay (UK)

BPAY (Australia)

Cash by Optus

CellumPay

Chocom

Citrus Pay

ClickandBuy

CurrentC

DCMX

DOKU Wallet

Elisa Lompakko

ezeClick

Facebook (Payments in Messenger)

Fire

Gcash

GiroPay

Google Wallet

GoPay

Idea Money

iDEAL

iPay

KiiK

Klarna

Lakala

LusoPay Wallet

MasterPass

mCash 

MEO Wallet

MercadoPago

mobicred

Mobile Money

MobileCash

MobilePay (Denmark)

MobilePay (Italy)

MobilTárca

Mobito

MoCa Wallet

Mokipay

Moneta

MoneyGram

mPass

M-Pesa

mWallet

NFC Pass

ngpay

Oi Carteira

Orange Money

Pago Fácil

PagoEfectivo

PagoMisCuentas

Pagseguro

PayBox Bank

Paym

PayPal

paysafecard

Paysbuy

Paytm Wallet

PayU

PayU Wallet

PayZippy

PicPay

Pingit

Plat'mobilem

PPS

QIWI Wallet

Rakuten Edy

RBK Money e-wallet

Ruru Wallet

Samsung Pay

Semble

Send2Pay

Servipag

Sixdots

Skrill

SMART Money

Snapcash

SoftBank Mobile

Square Cash

Swipp

Swish

Syrup Wallet

T-Cash

TchoTcho Mobile

Telenor Banka

Tenpay

Tigo Money

TIM Multibank

T-Mobile MyWallet

Transfer

Transferwise

Union Mobile Pay

V.me

Valyou

Venmo

Vinaphone MoMo 

VIP

Vodafone Wallet

WAON Mobile

Webpay 

Western Union

Wipit

WyWallet

Yaap

Yandex.Money

YeePay

Zapp

Zuum
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What is the report structure?

0. Executive Summary: providing a concise evaluation of the principal findings of the report.

1. Introduction: offering rationale, description of methodology, definitions and other related notes.

2. Emerging Payment Means Overview: this chapter provides global background metrics relevant to

the development of emerging payment means including data about financial inclusion, internet

penetration, mobile penetration and growth in online and mobile payments generally. Then, for each

of the 120 emerging payment means investigated, there are analyses of their launch history and

growth, the account types and functionalities that they offer and their geographical scope including

a regional analysis of account types and functionalities. The chapter concludes with a summary of

implications and opportunities arising from emerging payment means for organisations in particular

sectors namely banking, insurance / assistance, mobile telecoms, retailing and payment-related

technology.

3. Emerging Payment Means Profiles: for each of the 120 emerging payment means included in the

report, this section provides a summary of their service plus website URL, identity of ultimate

holding company, year launched, country of origin, countries in which active and key business

metrics such as revenues, transaction value, transaction volume and / or number of users (where

available / disclosed).
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What are the key features of the research?

Key features of this research include:

• coverage of 120 of the world’s most significant emerging payment means including 20 that are

active across multiple regions, nine that operate across multiple countries in a single region and the

remaining 91 that are present in a single country;

• presentation of relevant background data including worldwide trends in financial inclusion, internet

penetration, mobile penetration and growth in online and mobile payments generally;

• discussion of implications for organisations such as banks, mobile network operators, retailers and

payment-related technology firms that can partner with providers of emerging means or develop

their own payment services, and analysis of whether there is an opportunity for insurance and

assistance firms to distribute their products through this rapidly-growing channel;

• provision of an accompanying interactive profile viewer in Excel format that allows users to view a

summary of the service offered by each emerging payment means plus its website URL, identity of

ultimate holding company, year launched, country of origin, countries in which active and key

business metrics (where available / disclosed).
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How can the research be used?

You may be able to use this report and the interactive profile viewer that accompanies it in one or

more of the following ways:

• gain access to a comprehensive source of information about emerging payment means worldwide

including services developed by banks, mobile network operators, retailers and payment-related

technology firms in addition to those launched by independent and start-up firms;

• appreciate the wider global context in which emerging payment means are developing and the

opportunities and threats that they potentially present to your own organisation;

• benefit from the user-friendly interactive profile viewer which will allow you to easily call up and

retrieve key facts about each of the 120 emerging payment means investigated and that are based

on research carried out over a six-month period.
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How can the interactive profile viewer be used?

View description and 

most recent business 

metrics (e.g. Airtel Money)

Understand account types 

offered by emerging payment 

means (e.g. Paysbuy)

DESCRIPTION AND KEY FACTS

Description

Business metrics

Strategic partners

Year founded / launched Countries where active Country of origin

2011 Multiple (18) India

UHC of payment means Main website URL

Bharti Airtel www.airtel.in/money

Airtel Money is a mobile network account which can be linked to a user's bank / credit card via the photographic 'snap and

store' feature. The platform also enables P2P money transfer between users and integrates merchant coupons and offers. 

As of Q2 2015, Airtel Money had around 6.6 million users; 5.3 million of these were in Africa and the rest in India.

Transaction value in Africa for Q2 2015 was USD 3.3 billion. 

Kodak Mahindra, MFS Africa, United Bank of Africa

ACCOUNT TYPES AND PAYMENT FUNCTIONALITIES

Account type

Online account ✓
Mobile network account 
Linked bank account / card ✓
Direct carrier billing 

Payment functionality

In-store / point-of-sale capability 
NFC (contactless) capability 
Person-to-person (P2P) capability ✓
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Who can use the research?

1. Providers of emerging payment means: for providers of emerging payment means, this

research offers a thorough overview of 120 of the most innovative and fast-growing initiatives;

2. Banks, mobile network operators, retailers and payment-related technology firms:

organisations in these categories can participate in the evolving worldwide market for

emerging payment means in a multitude of different ways often by means of partnerships or

joint ventures – this report summarises how such organisations are involved with the 120

emerging payment means in scope;

3. Insurance and assistance companies: in the same way that different types of insurance and

assistance policy are packaged or cross-sold with debit and credit cards, there may also be

potential for companies in this area to bundle or cross-sell insurance or assistance cover with

emerging payment means – this report both outlines the magnitude of the opportunity in this

respect and identifies the key prospects;

4. Management consultancies: if you are helping an organisation in any of the preceding

categories with its strategy in relation to emerging payment means, then this research will

provide you with a global overview of 120 of the most significant initiatives in this field, saving

time and effort on researching the subject yourself.
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What are some of the key findings?
1. New launches of emerging payment means (among 

the 120 investigated) peaked in 2012, 2013 and 2014

Source: Finaccord analysis
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What are some of the key findings? (cont.)
2. The 34 emerging payment means that include mobile network accounts are 

most likely to incorporate each of in-store POS, P2P and contactless capabilities 

Source: Finaccord analysis
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What are some of the key findings? (cont.)

3. PayPal’s growth in transaction values has been 

impressive but that of China’s Alipay has been extraordinary

Source: company disclosures, Finaccord estimates
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What is the cost and format?

Global Emerging Payment Means: A Worldwide Review is available as a standard PDF document.

The interactive emerging payment means profile viewer that accompanies it at no further charge is

in Excel format. Costs for this research set and other titles with a global perspective available at the

time of publication are as follows:

For Singapore-based clients, GST at the prevailing rate will be added to the basic price. Costs quoted are for a single site

user licence only. For a corporate user licence, please see the final slide for further details. Invoices can be paid in EUR or

GBP, at the prevailing exchange rate, if preferred.

REPORT

Global Emerging Payment Means: A Worldwide Review

Global Automotive Manufacturers: Strategies in Finance, Insurance, Warranties and Assistance

Global Bancassurance: Product and Partnership Strategies of the World’s Leading 150 Retail Banking Groups

Global Bancassurance: Product and Partnership Strategies of the World’s Leading 500 Retail Banking Groups

Global Coalition Loyalty Programs

Global Expatriates: Size, Segmentation and Forecast for the Worldwide Market

Global Mobile Operators: Strategies in Payments, Banking, Insurance and Assistance

Global Retailers: Strategies of the World’s Top 120 Retailing Groups in Payments, Banking, Insurance and Assistance

PRICE *

USD 2,795

USD 4,195

USD 5,595

USD 11,195

USD 3,495

USD 4,195

USD 4,195

USD 3,495
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How can the research be purchased?

Simple. Just go to the relevant area of the Finaccord website, create your account (if you do not

have one already) and place your order online. Products paid for online by card will be delivered

immediately by e-mail but please allow up to one working day for delivery by e-mail if you choose to

pay on receipt of invoice.

With regards to the corporate user licence, you will be asked to choose one of the following options:

1. One office, one country: no supplement over and above basic cost of reports ordered

2. Multiple offices, one country: additional 20% over and above basic cost of reports ordered

3. Multiple offices, two to ten countries: additional 50% over and above basic cost of reports ordered

4. Global (unlimited offices in unlimited countries): additional 100% over and above basic cost of reports ordered

Alternatively, you can place an order by sending your request to order@finaccord.com, clearly

stating the product(s) required, associated price(s) and billing details for eventual invoice or card

payment receipt.
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